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Overview
Players will assume the identity of Ethan Thomas, former Serial Crimes Unit investigator, who has been called
back to duty to track down his missing partner. The disturbing events from Ethan’s past have left him a broken
man – a desperate burnout drifting aimlessly through society in an inexplicable decline. Fighting inner demons
throughout his one-man investigation into a sinister conspiracy, Ethan will need to use anything and everything
in the environment to survive as he unravels the mysteries shrouding the city in darkness.

As Ethan, players will engage in visceral combat using a variety of firearms, blunt instruments and an all-new
fighting system complete with defensive and offensive combo chains, as well as grapples and holds. To help
track the killer and solve the mysteries behind Condemned 2: Bloodshot™, players will crack open an all-new
set of high-tech forensic tools. Using wits and brute strength, murders can be solved a number of different ways
to keep players guessing throughout each suspenseful investigation.

Taking the Condemned universe to a new level, Condemned 2: Bloodshot introduces a variety of thrilling online
multiplayer  modes,  including  deathmatch,  that  promise  to  deliver  the  most  brutal  hand-to-hand  combat
experience the first person genre has ever seen. 

Key Features: 

• A new combat system built from the ground up allows for offensive and defensive chains, as well as
grapples and holds - accurate body physics create bone-shattering results when dealing damage during
violent encounters. 

• All-new environments include outdoor areas, varied time of day and non-linear progression gameplay. 
• Completely new set of upgradeable forensics tools and a redesigned investigation process allows for

unique, in-depth examination of each and every crime scene - players are rewarded using a forensics
points scoring system.

• More than 30 items in the environment can be used as weapons including tire irons, bricks, and mop
buckets. 

• Players can expect twice the gunplay as in the original, made possible by more than 10 projectile-based
weapons like the sub-gun and crossbow. 

• Enemies  benefit  from superior  artificial  intelligence  and work  in  teams to  overpower  and  outsmart
players. 

• All-new multiplayer modes like “Circle of Death” enhance the experience through a variety of different
play styles and flexibility.

• Gripping  storyline  created  by  the  writers  from the  original  Condemned game,  featuring  a  cast  of
returning and all-new characters. 

• Developed by the renowned Monolith Studios, creators of F.E.A.R. and Condemned: Criminal Origins.


